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Corporations have identities? – At least 
they’re emotional! 

Organizations’ emotions and affective 
language: a joint analysis of corporations 

by organization and computer science
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Depressive Volkswagen, happy Apple? 

Organizations are actors!
Do they also have emotions?

😎😭



Measuring organizational emotions
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fine-grained EA. Evaluating its performance revealed systematic de-
ficiencies in the evaluation methodology for such systems which lead
us to propose a complementary metric. In an attempt to compare our
dimensional system more directly with already existing categorical
ones, we developed a novel method for mapping between VAD and
BE representation schemes and, given these (imperfect) mappings,
we find evidence that our system is still among the best-performing
systems for predicting the emotional status of narratives.

2 Related Work
2.1 Dimensional versus Categorical Models
Researchers in NLP and psychology have devised a multitude of
different models of emotion which can be roughly subdivided into
categorical and dimensional models [29, 10, 33]. In computational
studies, categorical models most often employ Ekman’s [14] six ba-
sic emotions (BE: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise) or
a derivative therefrom. According to this psychological theory, all
human beings share a common set of cross-culturally universal (ba-
sic) emotions so that each emotional state of an individual can be
unambiguously classified as one of these. Dimensional approaches,
on the other hand, often refer to Russell and Mehrabian’s Valence-
Arousal-Dominance (VAD) model [28].2 According to this model,
emotional states can be described relative to three fundamental emo-
tional dimensions: Valence (the degree of pleasure or displeasure of
an emotion), Arousal (level of mental activity, ranging from low en-
gagement to ecstasy) and Dominance (extent of control felt in a given
situation). Accordingly, emotions are characterized on three dimen-
sions, each of which spans an interval of real-valued numbers indi-
cating the strength and orientation on each dimension. Providing a
fine-grained representation using the VAD model (a vector of real-
valued numbers) is therefore straightforward. For BE models, this
is typically accomplished by assigning an agreement score to each
of the basic emotions (e.g., in the interval [0,100] as realized in the
SemEval-2007 test corpus for the Affective Text task [34]).

To further illustrate the relationship between the VAD and the
BE model, Figure 1 depicts the position of Ekman’s basic emotions
within the emotional space spanned by the Valence, Arousal and
Dominance axis of the VAD model. The assessments were empiri-
cally determined by requesting several subjects to describe the six
basic emotions in terms of these three dimensions [28]. For fine-
grained approaches, we consider VAD to be superior to BE due to
the following considerations:

• As Figure 1 reveals, the basic emotions are unevenly distributed
in the VAD space. While half of them (anger, disgust and fear) are
marked by high arousal and low valence (and therefore reside in
one quarter of the space), none of them exhibits high valence and
low arousal specifying an emotion like calmness or content. Thus,
trying to detect such emotions using a BE-based system may en-
counter serious problems. Exactly these kinds of emotions have
been shown to be most beneficial for the prediction of stock mar-
ket prices in previous work [3].

• Although Ekman’s six-category system is most commonly used,
there is no consensus on a fixed set of basic emotions, neither
in psychology [29], nor in AI (cf., e.g., [23] and [32]). Not only
does this hamper comparison across systems but also does it force
researchers to choose different sets of emotional categories ac-
cording to the emotions which they think to be most relevant for

2 Alternative names for these dimensions include Pleasure instead of Valence
(PAD) as well as Control instead Dominance (PAC).
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Figure 1. Positions of Ekman’s basic emotions within the emotional space
spanned by the Valence, Arousal and Dominance axis of the VAD model.

Ratings are taken from Russell and Mehrabian [28].

a given application (instead of using a generic and universal rep-
resentation scheme). This may lead to study designs (e.g., [13])
using a total of 15 different categories considered to indicate sui-
cidal tendencies, e.g., hopelessness or sorrow.

• It is intuitively clear that BEs are not equidistant, e.g., fear is obvi-
ously more similar to disgust than it is to joy—an observation also
supported by Figure 1. Therefore (unlike vectorial VAD represen-
tations), distances between given emotions in fine-grained BE rep-
resentation cannot be meaningfully calculated assuming a vector
space with orthogonal axis. This property seriously limits the pos-
sibility for further analysis of emotion distributions (such as clus-
tering) and may pose problems for the use of emotion values as
features in machine learning.

2.2 Computational Resources for Emotion Analysis
In psychology, both models, Ekman’s BE as well as Russell and
Mehrabian’s VAD model, are widely used as standard models [33].
While the VAD model and other dimensional models are commonly
preferred in some areas of affective computing [8], NLP researchers,
especially those dealing with written documents, almost exclusively
subscribe to categorical approaches, most often Ekman’s model [10].
As a consequence, these preferences for one model or the other are
reflected by the types of resources made available.

Concerning emotion lexicons following the VAD model, the Affec-
tive Norms for English Words (ANEW) [5] has been most influential
in psychological research and was also adapted for many languages
other than English [39]. The developers of ANEW asked subjects to
rate their feelings on the three VAD dimensions when reading cer-
tain words as stimuli. Their responses were encoded using the Self-
Assessment Manikin (SAM), an icon-style graphical format which
consists of three sequences of human-like pictograms, each repre-
senting a 9-point scale for Valence, Arousal and Dominance, respec-
tively [4]. The average rating per word was calculated, thus form-
ing its emotional value. The original version of ANEW comprised
1,034 lexical entries. By now, an extended version has been devel-
oped amounting to 2,476 words [7].

Bestgen and Vincze [2] extended the original ANEW version by
using a bootstrapping method based on Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) [12]. Their major achievement employing these methods is
that they attribute VAD values to formerly unrated words by locating
them together with their least distant neighbors whose emotion val-
ues are known from the original ANEW resource in a latent semantic

Model of Emotions:
Valence-Arousal-Dominance (VAD)



Corpus-based emotional analysis

Organizations show emotions!

For implications, stop by poster #42!
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Figure 1: Scatter plots of the emotional values of the 1,676 enterprise reports—1,087 annual reports (ANN: blue) and 589 sustain-
ability reports (CSR: red)—of the corporation corpus in the VAD space.
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Figure 2: Average emotional values for the categories of the RCV1 (business- and economy-related categories (CCAT, ECAT, and
MCAT) in green, sports and fashion category (GSPO and GFAS, respectively) in purple) as well as both genres from the enterprise
corpus (annual business reports (ANN) in blue, sustainability reports (CSR) in red).

and GSPO, respectively; both in purple). This can
be taken as further evidence for the dissimilarity of
the two corporation genres mentioned before. The
dominance value of sustainability reports is on aver-
age greater than that of all news categories.

Furthermore, we could show that the reports (in
each case with respect to the authoring company)
all share a specific tendency in their emotion value
which is even relatively constant over time. This is
especially true when examining the two subcorpora
of annual and sustainability reports separately. In
this case, the proportion of explained variance with
consideration of the corporation which authored a
report reaches values of about 70% (for arousal in
annual reports, data are available in Büchel (2016)).

5 Conclusion

In summary, our research provides one of the first at-
tempts to study emotional factors in documents rep-
resenting large corporations—as reflected in the en-
terprises’ annual and sustainability reports—rather

than individuals. In comparison with economic
newswire material from the RCV1 corpus, we lo-
cated enterprise documents on three fundamental
emotional dimensions, namely valence, arousal and
dominance (according to the VAD model), and
found strong evidence for particularly high domi-
nance in sustainability reports. Furthermore, the
data indicate that organizations exhibit a distinctive
and persistent emotional profile. So, indeed, we
have reasons to believe that—in the light of their
reporting—enterprises have emotions in the sense of
an anthropomorphic model and that this profile con-
tributes to a unique organizational identity.

Technically, to the best of our knowledge, the
VAD-based emotion lexicon (with >10k entries) we
employed for our study has never been used for text
analytics tasks before. Note that this lexicon exceeds
well-known resources with a comparable emotion
model (Bradley and Lang, 1999) by an order of mag-
nitude.


